Study program/programs: Basic Academic Studies - Security Studies
Teaching course name and code: MODERN SERBIAN HISTORY – NB.3.26
Teacher: Professor Momčilo Pavlović, Ph.D.
Status: Obligatory course / theoretical-methodological (TM)
ECTS: 4.0
Requirements:
Teaching course objective:
Introducing students with significant events from the general and national history of the modern
Serbian state and making them capable to understand the connection of the national with regional and
world history.
Understanding the context of events and processes in the past and their impact on current processes
and events.
Familiarizing students with the space where conflicts, processes, events, and changes in the past took
place, and training them to understand the roots of today's conflicts.
Introducing students with the existence of different interpretations of historical phenomena and
developing the ability to critically evaluate different interpretations and stands with a special emphasis
on recognizing not scientific and propaganda content.
Teaching course outcome:
Ability to discern the connection of present phenomena with the past, understanding the place and role
of the individual event in a wider context, the understanding of change and continuity. Mastering basic
research methods; ability to apply the simplest research method in pedagogical and other work.
Knowledge of multi perspective and different interpretations of the same historical phenomena.
Awareness of the existence of prejudice and bias in historical interpretations. Ability to spot and find
causes in the past for conflicts in the present.
Contents of the course
Lectures
Creation of the nation and independent state; Serbia from the Great East Crisis to the Berlin Congress
1875-1878; society in the 19th century Serbia; Serbia in the First World War; the creation of the
common state in 1918; Kingdom of S.H.S. 1918-1941; Yugoslavia in 1941, Serbs in World War II;
genocide in the Independent State of Croatia; New Yugoslavia; the conflict with Stalin 1948; Tito;
Yugoslav society 1945-1990; dissolution of Yugoslavia; Serbian question.
Literature
1. Čalić, Mari-Žanin, Socijalna istorija Srbije 1815-1941., Beograd 2004.
2. Pavlović Momčilo, Srpsko selo 1945-1952, Beograd, 1997
3. Moderna srpska država 1804-2004. Hronologija, Beograd, 2004.
Other classes
Number of active teaching classes:4/60
Lectures:3/45 Practice
Other forms of
Study research:
classes:1/15 teaching:
Teaching methods:
Lectures, practice classes, consultations, Practice classes, work with historical sources in museums and
archives and analysis of seminar papers.
Knowledge evaluation (maximum score 100)
Pre-exam obligations
score
Final exam
score
Activity during lectures
Written exam
10
Practice classes
Oral exam
15
30
Colloquium(s)
..........
30
Seminar(s)
15
Total:
70
30
100

